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IndicatorsAbstract
Imposter phenomenon, or feeling like a fraud, is 
an often cited issue among graduate students 
and faculty, but anecdotal evidence suggests our 
undergraduate population is also susceptible. 
Motivated by a concern that this phenomenon 
affects retention rates through its impact on 
belongingness, we survey the literature to provide 
best practices for identifying and combating 
imposter phenomenon in undergraduate students. 

We discuss the broad effects of this phenomenon 
and the ways in which it differentially impacts 
diverse populations, including women, first 
generation, and students of color, as well as impacts 
among Gen-Z. Armed with awareness and best 
practices, advisors can better create rapport and 
build relationships with their student populations 
thereby improving their relational competency.

Imposter Phenomenon

(Harvey, 1981)

Feeling like an intellectual 
fraud or phony 
(Clance and Imes, 1978; Matthews and Clance, 1985) 

Failing to internalize success

Prevalence 

70% of people have experienced  
imposter phenomenon
(Sakulku and Alexander, 2011)

Imposter phenomenon isn’t limited to high-
achievers but anyone that experiences success 
(Harvey & Katz, 1985)

70%

Characteristics Signs

The Imposter Cycle a) Over-preparation or Procrastination

b) Success reinforces feelings of phoniness 
 (Clance & Imes, 1978; Harvey & Katz, 1985)

The Need to be the Greatest a) Difficulty accepting their talents aren’t unique 
 (Sakulku & Alexander, 2011)

b) Belief that if they aren’t the best, they’re stupid

Superhuman Aspects a) Perfectionist tendencies 

b) Sets impossible goals and feels overwhelmed by unrealistic,  
 self-imposed expectations

Fear of Failure a) Overworking or Procrastination

b) Avoids advancement and opportunities 
 (Tsai, 2019)

Denial of Competence/Discounting Praise a) Difficulty accepting positive feedback 

b) Attributes success to luck or external factors 

c) Compares self with others 
 (Hoang, 2013)

Fear and Guilt About Success a) Fears being exposed as a fraud 

b) Reluctance to take on extra responsibility

Clance (1985) unless otherwise noted.

“Victims of IP  
are caught up in  

a cycle of emotions, 
thoughts, and actions 

that can virtually  
control their lives”

(Harvey & Katz,  
1985, p. 2)

Population Impacts

Students of Color Imposter feelings, more than minority status, negatively impacted mental health  
of African American and Asian American students 
(Cokely et al., 2013) 

There are concerns that imposter feelings reinforce experiences with stereotyping  
and prejudice and result in negative career-seeking behaviors
(Tsai, 2019)

First-Generation Students Imposter feelings are more pervasive among populations that already feel out of place 
(Weir, 2013)

This population perhaps more likely to feel uncomfortable with success that further 
distinguishes them from family 
(Harvey & Katz, 1985; Sakulku & Alexander, 2011)

Gen-Z Gen-Z prioritizes relationship-building but lacks social confidence,* which might be 
exacerbated among those suffering from feelings of intellectual phoniness and fears  
of exposure
(*Seemiller & Grace, 2018)

 

Impact

Imposter  
Phenomenon

Avoiding 
Involvement

Negatively 
Impacts 

Belongingness

Self-Selecting 
out of Majors 
and Careers

IP might indirectly impact graduation  
rates through its effect on belongingness,  
a known predictor of retention 
(Morrow & Ackerman, 2012; O’Keefe,  
2013; Strayhorn, 2012)

IP often results in self-limiting and 
avoidance behaviors, which might 
result in self-selection out of certain 
majors and careers, particularly among 
students of color and first-generation 
college students
(Tsai, 2019) 

Fighting Imposter Phenomenon

Strategy Activity

Naming & 
Universalizing

The Imposter Test 
(Clance, 1985)

1:1 Administer 20-question IP test during an appointment and  
discuss results

Class/
Workshop

Polling 
Using classroom polling to ask a subset of IP test questions  
and share anonymized survey results

Think/Pair/Share
• Students complete IP test
• Students submit scores via classroom poll
• Students discuss results in pairs

Fight Fear of 
Failure

Rethink Fear 
(Wilhelm, 2019)

Addresses fear of 
failure and its self-
limiting behavior 
by prompting 
students to build 
on past successes 
to take future risks

1:1 1. Ask students to identify an academic or career-related fear. 

2.  Prompt them to build a foundation comprised of their support 
system, past successes, and greatest strengths.

3.  This foundation holds them steady through both successes  
and failures.

Class/
Workshop

Think/Pair/Share 
Students fill out their foundation individually and then share out  
in small groups. 


